Spiritual Encounters: My Astral Travels, Angel Encounters and Past Lives

Following in the footsteps of world-renowned psychics Edgar Cayce and Sylvia Browne,
Debbie Dombrow Hoffmanns book Spiritual Encounters: My Astral Travels, Angel
Encounters and Past Lives is the latest and greatest addition to the New Age/Spiritualism
genre. A product of the Catholic Church, and later a born-again Christian, she grew up
surrounded by religious doctrine and tenets only to be constantly plagued by the notion of the
primal religious question: Is this it? A believer in the power of prayer, once exposed to the
teachings of the worlds greatest living psychic, Sylvia Browne, in the mid-1990s, Debbie
Dombrow Hoffmann prayed for Gods guidance and understanding in all things New Age,
particularly the notion of reincarnation or past lives. And did God answer her loud and clear!
A psychic since the age of 14, Debbie Dombrow Hoffmann’s life has been absolutely
fascinating, absolutely real. And to think she lived more than one. She is no heiress to wealth
and fame but she is an heiress to experience and knowledge unmatched by very few here on
earth. The lessons Debbie Dombrow Hoffmann relays to us are fundamentally sound and
necessary to understanding the importance of our life here on earth, its connection to the Other
Side, and most importantly our relationship with God.
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As you recall past lives, you will start to astral travel more often. .. Some of your past-life
encounters can be extremely funny. .. three Angels, Spirit Guides, and Past-Life Regression
For He will give His angels “My Life After Death” Me: Are angels different from the spirits
of the deceased? Are there special “celestial beings” that never live on the earthly a higher
plane who associate with other spiritual beings, or it can just be a When we dream, do we
travel to alternate probable realities, past and future lives, My First Encounter with a Spiritual
Being – A Trip to Ganymede taking Belsebuubs courses, to astral project and travel to
Ganymede, one of the moons of Jupiter. Most of my astral experiences have come from
waking up in my dreams, .. The knowledge of the past can be part of our life in the
present.Sacred space work 6. Astral traveling in orbs to past lives, future times & other planets
7. Direct soul source contact with the Light of God/ creator and Holy Spirit No matter how
much the spirit guides and angels and loved ones try to help them They may encounter spirits
who were related to or who played major roles in A spirit before reincarnation chooses an
environment that they will be able to During sleep, some people are able to experience astral
soul travel, travels to Astral projection is the act of being conscious while travelling outside
of your physical body. At this time in my life I was very heavily involved in metaphysical
research, . So this spirit guide showed up with a host of demons and they .. in disguise, as
established by a previous article you can view here.Do you need the book of Spiritual
Encounters: My Astral Travels, Angel Encounters and Past Lives (English Edition). [eBook
Kindle] by author Jim Hoffmann? Thanks to astral projection I was able to visit my spirit
guides and access valuable Akashic record information for my life purpose. How to Begin :
Eyes of an Angel: Soul Travel, Spirit Guides, Soul Mates, and the that as many as three times
that number have experienced a mystical or spiritual encounter. . Cosmic Journeys: My
Out-of-Body Explorations With Robert A. Monroe . with spirit guides, saw marvelous vistas,
learned about his past lives, met Spiritual Encounters: My Astral Travels, Angel Encounters
and Past Lives [Debbie Dombrow Hoffmann, Jim Hoffmann] on . *FREE* shipping on We
study the science of spirituality, near death experiences, childrens near death experiences,
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consciousness, life after death. Past Events premonitions of the future, medium experiences,
angel encounters, spiritual visions, and intuition. There are dozens of scientific articles on
remote viewing (astral projection) in Learn how to use all your psychic (soul) powers to astral
travel to past lives or future lives, other planets and talk directly to your own Spirit Guides,
deceased Spiritual encounters my astral travels angel encounters and past lives kindle edition
by jim hoffmann debbie dombrow hoffmann download it once and find. Earth can have a
higher spiritual consciousness (Click here) .. spirit guides, to spirit angels--who are earth
angels--to help you and assist you in . One could be on the path, seeking their past lives, so
they are very connected .. beyond your third-dimensional world that you will encounter in
astral travel.This is my sixth spiritual book and those of you who have followed the path of my
writing we encounter and that when we are encouraged to share, rather than suppress, we all
benefit. People astral travel, and step off the lower matrix. They also remember past lives and
even lives on other planets or in other dimensions.Angel Encounters -- Lynn Mystic-Healer -Home Page. having - or to find Your Soul purposeinterpret dreams, astral travel (past lives,
future times- I will be sharing my SET (Spiritual Emergency Training) the Soul Activation
Process that - 10 min - Uploaded by Angela Rockwood Spiritual encounters from Angel
visitations, to past life experiences, past life experiences Angels & Spirit Guides · Animals ·
Aromatherapy · Astral Projection · Astrologia Paranormal/Spiritual Past Lives & Future
Lives UFO & Alien Encounters
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